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Abstract— With the increased popularity of mobile multimedia
services, efficient and robust video multicast strategies are of
critical importance. In a conventional multicast system, the
source station transmits at the base rate of the underlying
network so that all the nodes can receive the data correctly. The
performance of such a multicast system is limited by the node
with the worst channel conditions, which usually corresponds
to the nodes at the edge of the multicast coverage range. To
overcome this problem, we propose a two-hop cooperative
transmission scheme where in the first hop the source station
transmits the packets and the nodes who receive the packets
forward the packets simultaneously in the second hop using
Randomized Distributed Space Time Codes (R-DSTC). We
further integrate this randomized cooperative transmission with
layered video coding to provide users different video quality
based on their channel conditions. The performance of the
system is evaluated and compared with a conventional multicast
system. Our results show that the proposed cooperative system
significantly improves the performance compared to conventional
multicast.

Index Terms: layered video coding, user cooperation, randomized distributed space time coding, wireless networks, video
multicast
I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless video multicast is a bandwidth efficient method
to deliver popular events to many wireless nodes. However,
wireless channels suffer from path loss and fading, resulting
in disparate channel qualities between the source and each
node, hence making the wireless video multicast a challenging
problem. Although rate adaptation is a standard feature in
today’s wireless networks, multicast/broadcast packets are
transmitted using the base transmission rate of the system.
The motivation for using the lowest transmission rate is to
enable far away nodes to successfully receive and decode the
transmitted packets. With such a conservative approach, all the
multicast nodes see the same low video quality regardless of
their channel conditions.
One effective technique to combat path loss and fading
is to utilize user cooperation where terminals process and
forward the overheard signal transmitted by other nodes to
their intended destination [1]. Cooperation techniques can be
used to provide spatial diversity [2] as well as reduction
in source distortion (including video) by providing unequal
error protection [3], [4]. Furthermore, cooperation can also be
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exploited at the MAC layer [6] or jointly at the physical and
MAC layers [5].
The above mentioned studies consider a single relay case
and a unicast (point-to-point) communication scenario. In
general, there may be more than one node that can overhear the
packet sent by the source. For unicast, an efficient way is for
the nodes to relay simultaneously. Simultaneous transmission
by multiple relays can be achieved using a distributed spacetime code (DSTC) [2]. The basic idea behind DSTC is to
coordinate and synchronize the relays such that each relay
acts as one antenna of a regular STC [12],[13]. However, in
order to realize such a system, each relay participating in a
DSTC needs to know exactly which antenna it will mimic in
the underlying STC. Furthermore, based on the dimension of
the underlying STC used, a fixed number of relays is chosen
and even though there may be other nodes who decode the
source information correctly, they are not allowed to transmit,
thus forfeiting the potential diversity and coding gains. Finally,
a DSTC requires tight constraints on the time synchronization
of the nodes, putting a very heavy burden on the MAC and
physical layers.
In order to circumvent these problems, Randomized DSTC
(R-DSTC) [14] can be used where each relay transmits a
random linear combination of antenna waveforms. Some initial
results on the use of randomized coding in a wireless network
for point-to-point transmission are described in [16], where
the impact on the MAC layer performance is also discussed.
A joint physical and MAC design point-to-point transmission
using a randomized cooperative scheme [17] can enable robust
cooperation under loose knowledge of the network topology.
The results in [17] show that with a large number of nodes,
up to 100% increase in throughput is achievable compared to
a legacy non-cooperative network.
Cooperative transmission is especially suitable for multicast
not only because of its ability to substantially reduce the
packet losses, but also because the relays are part of the
multicast group, and hence, are free from the incentive and
security concerns that may impact the deployment of cooperation for point-to-point communications. In our previous
work, we considered cooperation in the MAC layer and
studied a multi-hop multicast system where multiple relays
transmit sequentially in time. We showed the benefits of such a
scheme both numerically and experimentally [7],[8]. However,
with such an approach, due to sequential transmission, the
performance bottleneck becomes the number of relays. Similar
to the unicast scenario, simultaneous transmission of relays
using R-DSTC is a more efficient method in terms of spectral
efficiency.

The asymptotic behavior, in terms of successful reception
probability, of a multi-stage randomized cooperative broadcasting system in a dense network has been studied in [9]
where the authors considered the propagation of lossless
information through the network. In [10], a multi-stage randomized cooperation scheme for multicasting lossy data such
as multimedia signals (audio, image, and video) is studied and
the expected end-to-end distortion of the multicast receivers in
a certain coverage range is minimized under a delay constraint.
Furthermore, in order to provide receivers with signals at
different distortion levels commensurate with their channel
conditions, layered cooperation is studied where different
layers are transmitted sequentially in time. Although the results
in [10] shed light on the multicast performance of randomized
cooperation coupled with source layering, the dense network
assumption does not necessarily hold in practice.
In this paper, we integrate layered coding with randomized
cooperation to enable efficient video multicast in an IEEE
802.11g based WLAN. We discuss selection of transmission
rates for single layer and layered cooperation that maximize
the multicast performance. We analyze the proposed system
and compare its performance with conventional multicast. Our
results show that R-DSTC provides significant improvements.
For single layer cooperation, each node in the system experiences more than four times higher video rate than the
conventional multicast rate. For the layered case, closer nodes
experience up to six times higher video rate as compared to
conventional multicast, while the far away nodes experience
the same or higher video rate than the conventional case.
This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the system
model in Section II. Section III formulates the computation
of bit and packet error rates for both direct transmission and
R-DSTC. The computation of the video qualities at different
nodes along with layered cooperation is addressed in Section
IV. Section V analyzes the obtained results. We conclude the
paper in Section VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We study an infrastructure-based wireless network and
assume a source station (access point) is multicasting video
to a total number of NT uniformly distributed multicast nodes
within its coverage range rd . Although this paper considers
an IEEE 802.11g as a case study, similar concepts are also
applicable to cellular networks as well. All nodes in the
network are equipped with one antenna and can transmit
at different transmission rates supported by the underlying
physical layer. Note that each physical layer transmission rate
R, corresponds to a modulation level M , and channel code rate
C. In accordance with IEEE 802.11g [11], we only consider
square constellations. We assume that the channel between
the source and each node, and among each pair of nodes
experience independent slow fading that is constant over the
transmission time of a single packet. This is reasonable for
video communication as a typical video packet corresponds
to a video frame or less and lasts for 33 - 100 ms. We also
assume path loss with a path loss exponent α.
For the baseline direct transmission system, we assume the
source station S, knows the average channel quality (in terms
of the average received signal to noise ratio or SNR) between
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itself and every node in the target coverage area. The source
decides on a direct transmission rate Rd , such that all the
nodes in the coverage range receive the packets with a PER
of less than ²T . We set ²T to be sufficiently low (=0.5%) so
that the effect of packet loss in the decoded video is negligible
with effective error concealment in the video decoder.
The proposed cooperative system employs R-DSTC [14].
The main idea behind R-DSTC is that each relaying node
will act as a virtual antenna of an antenna array. As illustrated in Figure 1, a single-antenna node employs a regular
single-input and single output (SISO) decoder to decode the
information sent by the source station in the first hop. The
node checks the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and relays the
information when the packet is correctly received. To forward
the information, the relay re-encodes the information bits and
passes them through a space-time code (STC) encoder. The
output from the STC encoder is in the form of L parallel
streams where each stream corresponding to an antenna in a
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system with L transmit
antennas. However, in contrast to a MIMO system, in a RDSTC system, the relay transmits a random linear weighted
combination of all L streams, where the weights are denoted
by ri = [ri1 ri2 . . . riL ] where i denotes the index of each
relay node.
For multicast with R-DSTC, the source station transmits a
packet at a physical transmission rate of R1 . The nodes that
receive the packet correctly form the relay set and are called
the Hop-1 nodes as depicted in Figure 2 where a snapshot
of the network for some fixed fading state is illustrated. Note
that due to fading, the reception does not solely depend on the
distance to the source station. Therefore, some of the nodes
that are close to the source station experience a bad fading
level and may not be able to receive the packet. On the other
hand, there are some nodes who observe a good fading level
and receive the packet even though they are far away from
the source. Each node that can correctly receive a packet from
the source re-encodes and transmits the packet simultaneously
to other nodes at a physical transmission rate of R2 using RDSTC. The nodes who receive the packet in the second hop
are called Hop-2 nodes. Note that due to the random nature of
fading, a node can either be in Hop-1 or Hop-2 for a particular
transmitted packet depending on whether the node can receive
the packet correctly from the source.
For cooperative multicast, we assume that in addition to all

III. C OMPUTATION OF THE B IT AND PACKET E RROR
R ATES
In this section, we will discuss the computation of instantaneous BER and PER both for direct transmission and RDSTC. In order to compute the PER, we first determine the
instantaneous BER corresponding to a modulation level, M ,
for each fading level. We formulate the BER computation for
a single link and R-DSTC in the following subsections. After
the computation of the instantaneous BER, we find the packet
error probability for the channel code rate, C. We use this
probability to determine whether a packet is received or lost at
a particular fading level. Then, at each node, we can compute
the average packet error rate (PER) where the average is taken
over all fading levels.
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the average channel qualities between source and all nodes,
the source also knows the average channel qualities among
every pair of nodes. The source computes all sustainable R1
and R2 such that all the nodes in the coverage range receive
the packets with an average PER of less than ²T after two
hops. The source also decides on a suitable STC dimension
L for the R-DSTC. Note that as we increase R1 , the number
of relays or Hop-1 nodes that can decode the source packet
and participate in the second hop, decreases. Therefore, the
sustainable data rate for the second hop, R2 , is expected to be
lower in order to cover all the nodes. On the other hand, if the
first hop rate R1 is lower, more nodes participate in the second
hop transmission, and hence the second hop transmission rate
R2 can be higher. While this paper concentrates on a 2-hop
system, the ideas can be easily generalized to multiple hops.
The system described so far considers single layer transmission of video. Note that we can code a video signal into
multiple layers so that reception of more layers leads to better
quality [15]. One advantage of using layered coding is that we
can provide differentiated quality to different users based on
their channel conditions. We assume the video is coded into a
scalable stream of two layers (base and enhancement layers)
with any desired base and enhancement layer bit rates, Rb
and Re , respectively. The source station transmits both base
and enhancement layer packets using the same transmission
rate R1 . Nodes who receive the base layer packets correctly
forward these packets using R-DSTC at a transmission rate
of R2 . Therefore, only the base layer packets go through
two hop transmission, while the enhancement layer packets
are transmitted by the sender only and go through one hop
transmission. Any particular node, depending on its channel
condition, receives the base and enhancement layer packets
with different PER’s, P ERb and P ERe . We choose the transmission rates R1 and R2 so that after two hop transmission all
the nodes in the coverage range have a P ERb less than ²T , and
hence, receive a video at a quality Qb corresponding to a base
layer video rate of Rb . A certain percentage of users who have
a P ERe less than ²T after the first hop transmission receive a
video quality Qb+e corresponding to rate of (Rb + Re ) where
Re is the enhancement layer rate.

A. BER of Single Link
We assume that the source transmits x with a symbol energy
of Es,s and k th node experiences a channel gain of hk from
the source. Then the received signal at the k th node can be
written as:
p
yk = Es,s hk x + wk
(1)
where wk is additive white complex Gaussian noise with
power spectrum density N0 /2. We can express the instantaneous received SNR at k th node, SN Rk , as
SN Rk =

Es,s khk k2
N0

(2)

For a M-QAM square constellation, the symbol error rate
can be computed as [18]:

with
P√

M

Ps,M (hk ) = 1 − [1 − P√M ]2

(3)

s
1
3SN Rk
)
= 2(1 − √ ) erf (
(M − 1)
M

(4)

where the erf function is defined as:
Z ∞
2
1
√ e−y /2 dy
erf (x) =
2π
x

(5)

With Gray coding, the bit error rate for the M-QAM can be
approximated by,
Pb,M (hk ) ≈

1
Ps,M (hk )
log2 M

(6)

B. BER for RDSTC
Note that the instantaneous BER computation for the first
hop of R-DSTC is the same as the direct transmission. For the
second hop, we assume N nodes receive the packets correctly
and participate as relays. Each relay transmits its data with a
symbol energy of Es,r .
We consider a space-time code of size L×K, where L is the
number of antennas and K is the block length. We assume the
underlying space-time code is based on real orthogonal designs
[19]. For L = 2, 4, 8, the orthogonal design provides full
rate for square QAM constellation [18],[19]. Using random
weights represented by vector ri for relay i, we can express
the transmitted signal from the ith relay at time m, as
p
(7)
zi (m) = Es,r ri X(m),

where i = 1, 2, · · · , N and m = 1, 2, · · · , K. Here, X(m) is
the mth column of the STC. We assume that each element of
ri is an independent complex Gaussian random variable with
zero mean and variance L1 [14]. We denote the symbols sent
by the STC as ul , where l = 1, 2, ..., L.
The receiver architecture in Hop-2 is similar to a regular
STC receiver with one antenna. The received signal at node k
at the mth symbol interval can be expressed as
p
yk (m) = Hk Z(m) + wk (m) = Es,r Hk RX(m) + wk (m)
(8)
where Hk is the 1 × N channel vector representing channel gain from each relay to the k th node, w(m) denotes
additive white Gaussian noise with power spectrum density N0 /2. Z(m) and R can be written as, Z(m) =
[z1 (m) z2 (m) . . . zN (m)]T , R = [r1 r2 . . . rN ]T .
Assuming the node estimates Hk R perfectly using pilot
signals and using the orthogonality of the STC, an estimate
of each symbol, u
bl at the input of the maximum likelihood
detector can be expressed as [19]:
q
u
bl = Es,r kHk Rk2 ul + Hk Rw̆l
(9)
where k · k represents for the Frobenius norm and w̆l is Gaussian noise. Note that in the above formulation, the received
SNR for ul , l = 1, 2, ..., L, at node k is,
Es,r kHk Rk2
(10)
N0
Hence, we can model the effect of R-DSTC as an instantaneous received SNR given by (10). We can compute the
instantaneous symbol error rate by inserting (10) in (4) and
then use (6) to compute the instantaneous BER for different
modulation schemes.
SN Rk =

IV. R ECEIVED V IDEO R ATES AND P ERFORMANCE
E VALUATION
We assume that we can cover all the users in an area of
radius rd with a direct transmission rate of Rd . In a wireless
network, multicast service usually uses a portion of the total
available bandwidth. In order to account for this, we define
the effective data ratio β, as the ratio of the bandwidth used
to transmit multicast payload data (e.g. video data) to the total
bandwidth. For example, if 5% of the bandwidth is utilized by
the multicast service, β = 0.05. Then, with direct transmission
all the users receive video at the same rate of Rvd = βRd .
We assume that we divide a video into segments of duration
T seconds each. With direct transmission at a transmission
rate of Rd bits/sec, the total bits received for each segment
is βRd T . For the cooperative scheme, the time T is shared
between the first and second transmission hops. Let the sender
transmit for T1 seconds and the Hop-1 nodes transmit for the
remaining T − T1 seconds. Then the total number of bits
received by the relays is βR1 T1 , and that received by the
remaining users is βR2 (1−T1 ). The equivalent received video
rates at Hop-1 and Hop-2 nodes can be expressed as:
Rv1 (R1 , t1 ) = βR1 t1

(11)

Rv2 (R2 , t1 ) = βR2 (1 − t1 )

(12)

where t1 = T1 /T .

Note that if Hop-1 nodes forward all the packets they
correctly received (e.g., single layer cooperation), for all the
nodes to receive the video at the same video rate, we require
Rv1 = Rv2 , which in turn requires R1 t1 = R2 (1 − t1 ), and
the equivalent video rate is Rveq = βR1 R2 /(R1 + R2 ). In
general, Hop-1 nodes can also differentiate between the base
and enhancement layer packets (e.g. layered cooperation) and
if we let these nodes only transmit the base layer packets, we
have Rv1 = Rb + Re > Rv2 = Rb . In this case, the nodes
who have better average channel conditions experience better
quality video than the nodes with poor channel conditions.
Note that Hop-1 nodes change at each packet due to random
fading. Hence, at different time instants different nodes may
receive the enhancement layer packets. However, the nodes
who receive the enhancement layer packets with an average
PER lower than ²T will be considered to receive the enhancement layer. Therefore, the percentage of the nodes who will
receive the enhancement layer depends on R1 and it is a design
parameter.
Let Q(R) be the quality-rate function for a given video,
then, for a given video file if we know video rate R, we can
compute Q. We define Qd (Rd ) = Q(Rvd ) as the average quality among all users in a coverage radius rd with direct transmission. For the single layer case, Qeq (R1 , R2 ) = Q(Rveq )
is the quality at all users and for the layered cooperation
the base layer and enhancement layer qualities are denoted
as Qb+e (R1 , t1 ) = Q(Rv1 ) and Qb (R2 , t1 ) = Q(Rv2 ),
respectively. We assume that the node distribution is fixed
within each interval T . The number of users in Hop-1 and
Hop-2 are N and NT −N , respectively. In each interval lasting
for T seconds, we choose the highest STC dimension L such
that L ≤ N .
In order to have a fair comparison with direct transmission,
we only consider the nodes within the coverage range of direct
transmission rd . However, in general the coverage area can
also be considered as a design parameter.
A. Single Layer Cooperation
For single layer cooperation, we require all the nodes to
have the same quality, Qeq . In other words, we find the
optimum (R1 , R2 ) that maximize:
R2
).
Qeq (R1 , R2 ) = Q(Rveq ) = Q(β RR11+R
2

(13)

B. Layered Cooperation
In this case, for a given percentage of users to receive the enhancement layer, we find the optimum (R1 , R2 , t1 ) that maximize the enhancement layer quality Qb+e (R1 , t1 ) = Q(Rv1 )
while guaranteeing a base layer quality of Qb (R2 , t1 ) =
Q(Rv2 ) = Qmin ≥ Qd (Rd ).
Note that maximizing the quality is equivalent to maximizing the received video rate due to the monotonic relation
between video rate and quality. This is enabled since the
transmission rates are chosen such that packet loss effects are
negligible.
V. R ESULTS
We study a IEEE 802.11g based network and consider a
coverage range of 100m radius, rd = 100m, where the access
point is at the center of the network and nodes are randomly
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independently located in this coverage range. In Table I, we
list the physical transmission rates of IEEE 802.11g and their
corresponding modulation and channel coding rates [11]. We
choose the transmission power of the AP such that all nodes
in the coverage range experience an average packet error rate
of less than ²T = 0.5% using the base rate, Rd = 6M bps. For
R-DSTC, we consider only orthogonal STC with dimension
L = 2, 4, 8. In order to have a fair comparison with direct
transmission, we assume that the relay symbol energy is
Es,r = Es,s /NT . Note that with this assumption, since the
number of relays is always smaller than the total number
of nodes, the total energy consumption of all relays plus
the sender energy in the R-DSTC system is always smaller
than the total energy consumption of the sender with the
conventional multicast system.
In our simulations, we consider different number of nodes
in the system corresponding to different density networks
and for each node density, we generate 100 different node
distributions. In order to find the average packet error rate
for each node distribution, we generate different independent
fading levels for all node pairs. For each fading level, we first
obtain the BER and compute the PER over different fading
levels as discussed in Section III. For direct transmission,
for each node distribution, we find the sustainable Rd such
that each node experiences a packet error rate of less than
²T = 0.5%. We then present the average received video
rates and average video qualities averaged over different node
distributions for the same total number of nodes. For the
cooperative R-DSTC, we search through all possible (R1 , R2 )
and find all sustainable (R1 , R2 )’s that satisfy the average
packet loss threshold, ²T , after two hop transmission for a
given node distribution under the same node count. Then,
we choose the optimum (R1 , R2 ) that maximizes Qeq . The
presented results are averaged over different node distributions.
For layered R-DSTC, similar to the single layer case described above, we first find all sustainable (R1 , R2 ). We find
all sustainable (R1 , R2 ) for a given percentage of nodes who
receive both the base and enhancement layer. We then find the

optimum (R1 , R2 , t1 ) that maximize Qb+e while guaranteeing
Qb = Qmin ≥ Qd .
In Figure 3, we illustrate the received video rates for
different number of nodes. Here we set β = 0.05, hence, the
received video rate with direct transmission is Rvd = βRd =
300kbps. For a fixed coverage range, rd = 100m, we compare
single layer and layered cooperation. The performance of
single layer cooperation is depicted in Figure 3(a) for different
number of nodes. As illustrated in the figure, the performance
of the proposed scheme outperforms conventional multicast
and for high density network (NT = 80), we can support high
transmission rates at both hops, hence, the supportable video
rate of R-DSTC is more than four times higher compared
to conventional multicast. In Figure 3(b), we illustrate the
results for layered cooperation. In this set of simulations, we
require 10% of all nodes receive both base and enhancement
layer while the remaining nodes experience a video rate of
(Rv2 = 600kbps) which is better than direct transmission’s
video rate of 300kbps. Note that for different set of parameters,
we can achieve different quality levels at Hop-1 and Hop-2.
In Figure 4, we illustrate the average percentage of user
who participate in the second hop transmission. Note that as
the number of nodes increases, since we can sustain higher
transmission rates, the number of Hop-1 nodes reduces.
For a dense network (i.e. NT = 80), we also consider the
quality of the nodes in terms of average PSNR values for
the Soccer video sequence. We assume the PER threshold is
low enough so that the decoded video quality equals to the
encoded video quality and depends on the video rate. Note that
in practice, application layer FEC can be used to correct most
of the packet losses. We use a H.264/SVC codec and encode
240 frames of the (352x288) Soccer video to determine the
achievable PSNR for different video rates.
In Table II, we compare three systems in terms of the
achievable system performance for optimal operating points.
For single layer cooperation, we achieve 8.11 dB improvement
at all users compared to conventional multicast. For the layered
cooperation, we set Qmin = Qb = 34.51 dB and we

Transmission Rates, R
Modulation, M
Channel Code Rate, C

6
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1/2

9
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3/4

12
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3/4

48
QAM-64
2/3
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QAM-64
3/4
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Direct
T ransmission
Rd = 6Mbps

Single Layer
Cooperation
avg. R1 = 52.32Mbps
avg. R2 = 48.72Mbps

Rvd = 300kbps

Rveq = 1260kbps

Qd = 30.59dB

Qeq = 38.70dB

Layered
Cooperation
avg. R1 = 43.63Mbps
avg. R2 = 49.69Mbps
Rv1 = 1670kbps
Rv2 = 600kbps
Qb = 34.51dB
Qb+e = 40.30dB

TABLE II

C OMPARISON OF SINGLE LAYER AND LAYERED COOPERATION
FOR A HIGH DENSITY NETWORK (N = 80) WITH β = 0.05.

achieve a quality improvement of 9.71 dB for 10% of nodes
compared to conventional multicast while also achieving a
quality improvement of 3.92 dB for the remaining nodes as
compared to the conventional case.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a layered video multicasting
scheme using randomized cooperative communications to enable efficient video multicast in infrastructure-based wireless
networks. For single layer and layered cooperation, we determine the optimum transmission rates at both hops along
with time scheduling. We show that randomized cooperative
communication substantially improves the multicast system
performance. Our results indicates that quality improvement
of more than four times higher video rate and up to 8.11
dB in average PSNR are achievable compared to conventional
multicast.
This paper assumes the source knows all the average
channel conditions in the network and that the transmission
rates are chosen such that the packet errors are negligible.
Ongoing work includes investigating protocols that incorporate
application layer forward error correction and reduce the
channel state information at the source.
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